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ABSTRACT 
A useful matrix identity is verified. The identity is, among other things, applicable 
to the problem of testing linear hypotheses in linear models, leading to an approach 
which is equivalent to the one presented by Peixoto, although more straightforward. A 
simplified proof of a related formula given by Khatri is presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All matrices in this note are defined over the real field; ’ denotes the 
transpose; %‘(A) stands for the column space of a matrix A, and %?(A) ’ its 
orthogonal complement (with respect to the standard inner product); A” is 
any matrix spanning %‘(A) I; + means the sum, EB the direct sum, and q 
the orthogonal sum between linear spaces; and A ~ is an arbitrary g-inverse, 
i.e. any matrix satisfying AA-A = A. 
The linear model 
Y=Xp+& (I) 
will be considered, where Y: n X 1 consists of the observations, X: n x k is a 
known design matrix, fi : k x 1 a parameter vector, and E: n x 1 a normally 
distributed random vector with mean zero and covariance a2Z, where a2 is 
an unknown scalar. Moreover, let H: k X q be a known matrix. The purpose 
with this paper is to give some comments on testing 
H,: H’P=O (2) 
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versus H, : H’/3 + 0, utilizing a special matrix identity. No rank conditions 
will be assumed on either X or H, and Q?(H) and V(X’) may, but need not 
be, related. 
Usually, in order to test Ho, it is assumed that the estimability condition 
%‘(H) c %7(X’) is satisfied, and it is often argued that in order to test H,, H’P 
must be estimable (e.g. Seely [8]). However, as noted by Peixoto [4] in his 
illuminating paper, this is a restrictive condition. Peixoto extended results of 
Searle [7] and discussed in a detailed manner the concepts of partially 
estimable H’b and partially testable Ho. It was noted and utilized by Peixoto 
that any linear combination of H;O is estimable under (1) if and only if it is a 
linear combination of TH’/3, where T is any matrix such that %?( HT') = 
9(H) n %'( X'), which means that the problem of testing (2) has been 
brought back to the problem of testing testable hypotheses. 
The approach put forward in this note is somewhat different, and it is 
argued that tests of (2) under (1) always can be made without references to 
estimable linear combinations. It is first when interpreting Ho that the 
concept of estimability is useful. This may have both pedagogic and practical 
advantages. However, it turns out, in view of a matrix identity presented in 
the next section, that the method of this paper is equivalent to the one 
presented by Peixoto, although perhaps more straightforward. The approach 
of this paper is based on the idea of reparametrizing, which, of course, is not 
new (e.g. see Rao and Mitra [6, Section 7.31 and Graybill [l, Sections 6.3 and 
6.111). It is shown in Section 3 that the identity brings together the approach 
of reparametrizing and Peixoto’s approach in an obvious and interpretable 
way. Furthermore, the identity may be useful for computing test statistics. 
Finally we note that the idea of proving Proposition 1 is also applicable 
and useful in other situations. We illustrate this by presenting a relation 
derived by Khatri [3] for which our proof is substantially shorter than the one 
given by Khatri. 
2. USEFUL MATRIX IDENTITIES 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A: p x q, B: q X r be arbitrary matrices, and C any 
matrix such that V(C) = %( A’) n %7(B). Then 
A(A’A)-A’- AB”(B”‘A’AB”)-B”‘A’ 
=A(A’A)-C[C’(A’A)-C] -C’(A’A)pA’. 
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Proof. Note that the expressions are orthogonal projectors. We will 
utilize the fact that for matrices F and G with proper dimensions ??(F’)n 
g(G) = %?( F’(FG”)“). This relation has been applied by Rao [S] among 
others. Now it follows [set P = A(A’A)-A’] that 
%(A)n%(AB”)l =%(P)n%?(AB”)l =97(P(PAB”)“) 
=%‘(P(AB”)“)=%?(A(A’A))C), 
and since F( AB’) c %(A), 
completing the proof. n 
REMARK. The proposition is also valid for complex matrices if ’ is 
interpreted as the conjugate transpose. 
In the next corollary the expression (iii) is well known (e.g. Khatri [2]), 
and the proposition may be viewed as a plausible extension of (iii). 
COROLLARY. Let A, B, and C be as in Proposition 1, let S: p x p be 
positive definite, and set V = A’SA. Then 
(i) A(A’SA))A’S - AB”(B”‘A’SAB”)-B“‘A’S = 
A(A’SA)-C[C’(A’SA)-Cl-C’(A’SA)-A’S, 
(ii) V-VB”(B”‘VB”)-B”‘V=C(C’VC)-C’, 
(iii) I- B”(B”‘SB”)~B”‘S=S-‘B(B’SY’B)-B’. 
The second proposition of this section will give an important extension of 
(ii) in the corollary which is not covered by Proposition 1. Khatri [3] has 
applied it when discussing the Gauss-Markov model, but his proof is involved, 
and therefore we give, in a similar manner to the proof of Proposition 1, a 
new one, which also is based on a vector space decomposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B: q X r, V: q X q be positive semidefinite, and set 
S,=V+BKB’, whereK:rxrissuchthat W(S,)=%(V:B). Then 
S,=VB”(Bo’VBo)-BO’V+B(B’S,B)-B’. 
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Proof The decomposition %‘(S,) = U(VB”) @e(B) given by Rao [5] 
implies 
%?(z?‘)=V(B’S,S,)=qB’S,(VB”:B)) 
= qB’S;(S,B”: B)) = qm;zq, 
and then the proposition can equivalently be rewritten in a form involving 
projectors corresponding to the spaces in W( S,) = %?( VII’) @%7(B): 
s,s, =vB”(Bo’vl?o)-z30’vs~ +zqmp-B’S,. 
Postmultiplying this relation by S, verifies the proposition. n 
3. LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST 
Under (1) it is well known that the maximum likelihood estimator of a’, 
say Gil, is uniquely determined by the orthogonal projection onto the 
orthogonal complement of the regression manifold 9(X). The hypothesis in 
(2) implies that the regression manifold is a subspace of %?(X), namely 
??(XH”), since /3 = HO.z, where z is an arbitrary vector. Therefore, with 
obvrous notation, u!,, A2 is also uniquely determined when using the orthogonal 
projection onto 9( Xl-l’) I. 
Thus the likelihood ratio test of H, versus Hi is equivalent to 
*= Y’[Z-XH”(zP’X’XH~)-HO’X’]Y-Y”[Z-X(X%-X’]Y 
yqz-x(x%-X']Y . (3) 
However, from Proposition 1 it follows that the numerator in (3) can be 
written 
Y’X(X’X) -c[cqxrx) -c] -c’(x’x) X'Y, 
where C is any matrix satisfying ‘G?(C) = Q?(X’) n g(H). The numerator is 
chi-squared with degrees of freedoms equal to the dimension of q(C) and 
distributed independently of the denominator. Thus, one conclusion is that 
tests are only meaningful if U(X’) n U(H) # {0}, and the proposition tells us 
that (3) is equivalent to the test statistic Peixoto derived. Furthermore, in 
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comparison with Graybill’s [l, Section 6.111 approach, our matrix identity 
significantly reduces the necessary calculations. 
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